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with portable elemental analysis. It is ideal to teach the significance of science in society,
the rewards of gained scientific knowledge, and how theoretical science can be applied to
every day things. It also rewards teachers with more student “aha” moments.

Introduction

Portable Spectroscopy for Beginners

Point-and-Shoot Project for Forensic Investigations

Project goals can be straightforward in terms of how elemental
composition effects monetary value or consumer safety.
Analyzing children’s toys for heavy metals, as per consumer
safety regulations, is immediately relevant. The determination
of a material as genuine or fake is immediately engaging.

Introductory projects illustrate how point-and-shoot tests on everyday samples like coins,
jewelry and toys bring the periodic table to life. Intermediate projects illustrate how
comparative spectra can provide decisive information. Advanced projects illustrate the
importance of representative sampling.

Why Perform Elemental Analysis?

Portable STEM Learning

A collection of coins can be analyzed to determine if they
are genuine or fake. For example, a silver coin can be
quickly identified by the amount of silver (Ag) it contains.
Select the calibration

Get ready to test

Check results

Teach science across disciplines including

Point-and-Shoot Project for Consumer Safety Evaluations
XRF analyzers can be precalibrated with a Consumer Safety calibration. This allows students
to test toys or other children’s products to determine if they pass or fail regulatory levels.

To obtain actionable information

Test the area of interest

Check if it passes REGs

Determine sample area

Check if it fails REGs

Focus on correct area

Elemental analysis can tell us which elements
are present, how much of those elements are
present and how they are distributed in the
sample material, such as in the food we eat.

analyze easily accessible objects such as jewelry,
coins, pens, sunglasses, trinkets, toys, backpacks
and more.

Intermediate EDXRF Spectroscopy

How Does Elemental Analysis Work?
Atomic spectroscopy is the most commonly recommended technique for evaluating the elemental
composition of a sample. It analyzes the interaction between light (energy) and matter (samples).
Energy Dispersive X-ray Fluorescence (EDXRF) spectrometry is one such technology; and, it can
be designed and engineered for portable analysis.
EDXRF Spectroscopy

EDXRF Technology

Goals can be comparative in nature. The
periodic table can be used to identify elements
in a sample by the location of their X-ray
energies in the spectral data collected.

Periodic Table of Elements
for EDXRF Spectroscopy

 Detection of F (9) to U (92)
 Automated or manual filters
 Air, helium or vacuum path
 Selectable collimation
 Internal camera with

Comparative Analysis of Biochemical Materials
A simple project is for students to cut samples of their hair to compare the elements and
their relative amounts. They can integrate the elemental analysis information with recorded
images of the samples’ colors, textures and brightness.
Students can subsequently research why these differences might exist and what the
significance of those elements are in hair, as well as what their relative amounts may infer.

Comparative Analysis of Cultural Heritage Objects
Students can investigate the elemental composition of paints. Professional conservators
analyze pigment composition to help authenticate or conserve objects of cultural heritage
significance. Non-destructive pXRF is an ideal technology for these valuable materials.
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• The intensity (number of photons) measured at a
given element’s energy determines its relative
abundance or concentration for quantification.

Advanced Elemental Analysis with Portable Spectroscopy
Advanced project goals can begin with qualitative identification of elements and comparative analysis
of samples. This can then lead to quantification with calibration curves for any elements of interest.
The relevance of determining the amount of lead (Pb) in water has been in the news for sometime
now, especially in the United States. Students can research where and why lead might be found in
drinking water and decide where samples should be collected. They can also research the levels of
lead that cause problems from ingestion or inhalation and what age groups are affected the most.
Quantitative Analysis for Environmental Science

Elemental View
of a Metal Alloy

Are Elemental Analysis Results Significant?

Determination of lead (Pb) in water can be used as a semi-quantitative or quantitative elemental analysis project. Spectra can first be taken of well-defined, commercially available Pb in
water standards and a blank. A sample of water can then be collected from a river, lake, pond, faucet or water bottle to compare its spectra for semi-quantitative analysis. When overlaying
the spectra, students will quickly see how their sample’s spectra fits into the range of the known concentration ranges.
Advanced students can create a calibration curve to determine the actual amount of Pb in their sample. They would plot the net, ratio or normalized intensities of the standards and blank at
the Pb Lα (10.55 keV) line against the certified concentrations. When Pb/Compton ratios are calculated for the standards and plotted relative to their corresponding certified Pb
concentrations, the collected sample’s concentration can be determined. For example, a collected water sample with a Pb/Compton ratio of 4.5 calculates to a Pb concentration of 5750 mg/L.
Hopefully your students’ collected samples are closer to the blank reading.

Combining knowledge of a relevant situation with elemental analysis can provide insight and help solve problems or offer solutions

Pb in solution at 1 mg/L is in red
Pb in solution at 12.6 mg/L is in brown
Pb in solution at 25 mg/L is in purple
Spectra of distilled water is in green

• We see dark and light green leaves growing from
two different corn seeds
Pb Lα

• EDXRF sees more Al, Si & Ca in the dark green
leaves and more P & K in the light green leaves.
• Combining both views with knowledge of seeds,
soil, fertilizers, nutrients, contaminants and corn
cultivation helps optimize farming techniques.
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• Outer electrons move into the voids to regain
stability.
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• Energy from an EDXRF source aimed at a sample
can eject the atoms’ inner orbital electrons.

• While moving in, the outer electrons generate
energy characteristic of the element.

pXRF Technology
Students don’t have to prepare and place samples into a chamber, close the door and
wait for answers. They can interact in real-time with the sample, its environment, the
analyzer, the results and each other as they acquire and discuss their findings.

The two sets of corn leaves grown from
different seed brands is an example of useful
comparative data. Both contain the same
elements, but in different amounts.
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Enlighten students in the classroom, on field trips
Watch the periodic table come to life as students
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Molecular View of
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food and
agriculture, biology and chemistry, environmental
and geoscience, metallurgy and physics, social
responsibility and forensics or art and archaeology.
and in the lab with engaging, experiential and
value driven science.

For example, we can determine if plants take
up nutrients from soil and fertilizers. We can
determine if more nutrients are in the stem,
leaves, skin, pulp or juice. We can also
determine if dangerous levels of contaminants
are present in the soil, irrigants or in the
plants before we eat them.

Elemental atom schematic of electron orbital

Portable analyzers engage students with science
while developing knowledge, methods and skills.
They allow teachers to connect students with the
relevance of science, technology, engineering and
math in the world around them.
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Portable Fold-up Test Stands

Summary
Portable Spectroscopy allows one to take the analyzer
to the sample instead of bringing the sample to the
analyzer. EDXRF is an elemental analysis
spectroscopy technique which characterizes elements
by their photon energies and intensities. It is an ideal
technology to engage students with interactive and
value driven science AND instant feedback.
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